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One Project: Many Deliverables
 Build digital collection
 Curate digital exhibit
 Engage with print exhibit
 Connect and host program




2006 Iowa City Tornado
Digital Collection
2006 Iowa City Tornado Coding by Brent Palmer
Print Exhibit: Tornado Tour







Can we replicate success?
What gap exists?
Takeaways
 Crowdsourcing = community = inclusion
 How to give selection as much weight as inclusion?
 Control that scope of work!
 Plan for unfulfilled wish list
 Find a topic that affects a critical mass
 Make time
Project Tools & Resources
 FADGI Technical Guidelines for Digitizing Cultural Heritage Materials
 Project tracking: Trello 
 Website architecture: Omeka
 Exhibit architecture: Neatline 
 Metadata standard: Dublin Core
 Metadata wrangling: Excel & CSV spreadsheets
 Scanner: Epson Expression 10000XL
